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extension_definition ::=  
    extension extension_name 
           [precedes ({extension_name,}|*)] 
           [follows ({extension_name,}|*)] { 
        [{ 
        branch[index]([{typed_parameter,}]) 
            :: recognition_expression [[progression_rule]] 
            [{ 
            case [branching_condition] { 
                [{ 
                ( sequence[(index|name)]([{pigment_name=expr,}]); 
                  | 
                  nop([{pigment_name=expr,}]); ) 
                }] 
                ( end; | join[index]; ) 
            } 
            }] 
        }] 
    } 
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extension Repeat { 
  branch[1]() :: repeat 
    case { 
       sequence[0](repeat=null); 
       join[1]; 
    } 
} 
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extension Cut { 
  branch[0]() :: cut 
    case { 
       join[0]; 
    } 
} 
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extension InfiniteRecursion { 
  branch[0]() :: {p==0} 
    case { 
       sequence[0](); 
       join[1]; 
    } 
} 
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extension NoInfiniteRecursion { 
  branch[0]() :: {p==0} [>] 
    case { 
       sequence[0](); 
       join[1]; 
    } 
} 
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extension A { 
  branch[0]() :: {p==0} case { sequence[0](); join[1]; } 
} 
 
extension B { 
  branch[0]() :: {p==0} case { sequence[0](); join[1]; } 
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extension A { 
  branch[0]() :: {p==0} [>>] case { sequence[0](); join[1]; } 
} 
 
extension B { 
  branch[0]() :: {p==0} [>>] case { sequence[0](); join[1]; } 
} 
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extension Reset1 { 
  branch[0]() :: {p!=0} 
    case { 
       sequence[0](p=0); 
       join[1]; 
    } 
} 
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extension Reset2 { 
  branch[0]() :: p!=0 
    case { 
       sequence[0](p=0); 
       join[1]; 
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extension Reset3 { 
  branch[0]() :: p==0 ; p!=0 ; p==0 ; p!=0 
    case { 
       sequence[0](); 
       sequence[1](p=0); 
       sequence[2](); 
       sequence[3](p=0); 
       join[4]; 
    } 
} 
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extension Insert { 
  branch[1](String toInsertName) :: {exists(insert:toInsertName)} 
    case { 
       sequence[toInsertName](); 
       sequence[0](insert=null); 
       join[1]; 
    } 
} 
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extension Sort { 
  branch[0]() :: {exists(p:v1)} ; {exists(p:v2) && v1>v2} [*] 
    case { 
       sequence[1](); 
       sequence[0](); 
       join[2]; 
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extension Factorial { 
   
  // init: initialization branch 
  branch[0]():: fac>=0 && (!exists(index))  
    case { 
      sequence[0](index=1,result=1); 
      join[1]; 
    } 
 
  // calc: calculation branch 
  branch[0]():: fac>=0 && exists(index) 
    // we iterate until index equals fac 
    case index<=fac { 
       sequence[0](index=index+1,result=result*index); 
       join[1]; 
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/** 
 * This extension creates a Fibonacci tree structure assuming that  
 * a step containing a <code>fib</code> value exists as a root node. 
 * @author Carlos E. Cuesta, Renaud Pawlak 
 */ 
extension Fibonacci { 
   
  /** 
   * Do the creation work on a given node. 
   */ 
  branch[0]() :: {fib>=1} [>>] 
  /** 
   * The normal case: the current <code>fib</code> node is divided  
   * into two nodes <code>fib-1</code> and <code>fib-2</code>. 
   */ 
  case fib>2 { 
    sequence[0](); 
    sequence[0](fib=fib-1); 
    sequence[0](fib=fib-2); 
    join[1]; 
  } 
  /** 
   * A final case: when <code>fib==2</code>, the current node is  
   * divided into two nodes valuing 1. 
   */ 
  case fib==2 { 
    sequence[0](); 
    sequence[0](fib=1); 
    sequence[0](fib=1); 
    join[1]; 
  } 
} 
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/** 
 * This extension sums all the number "fib" found in the Fibonacci 
 * tree in a global "result" variable. 
 * @author Carlos E. Cuesta, Renaud Pawlak 
 */ 
extension SumAll precedes(Fibonacci) {   
  /** Initializes the result on the tree */ 
  branch[0]() :: exists(fib) && (!exists(result))  
  case { 
    sequence[0](result=0); 
    join[1]; 
  } 
  /** 
   * Adds the current node's fibonacci value to the result (on all  
   * the tree) 
   * @param i the current node's value 
   */ 
  branch[0](int i) :: {exists(fib:i) && exists(result)}; 
                      .. [>>] 
  case { 
    sequence[0](result=result+i); 
    sequence[1](result=result+i); 
    join[2]; 
)
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/** 
 * This extension counts the number of leaves in a Fibonacci 
 * tree and assigns it in a global "result" variable. 
 * @author Carlos E. Cuesta, Renaud Pawlak 
 */ 
extension CountLeaves precedes(Fibonacci) {   
  /** Initializes the result on the tree */ 
  branch[0]() :: exists(fib) && (!exists(result))  
  case { 
    sequence[0](result=0); 
    join[1]; 
  } 
  /** Increments 'result' for the nodes having a 1 value (leaves) */ 
  branch[0]() :: {exists(fib) && exists(result) && fib==1}; 
                 .. [>>] 
  case { 
    sequence[0](result=result+1); 
    sequence[1](result=result+1); 
    join[2]; 
  } 
} 
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extension A { 
  branch[0]() :: {C} ; .. ; P    // branch BA  
  case C1 { sequence["t"]; join[1]; } 
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  branch[1]() :: .. ; P          // branch BB 
  case C2 { sequence[1](P=!P); join[2]; } 
} 
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applyBranches(Sequence sequence, Base timeCursor) { 
    // 'branches' are all the declared branches of all the extensions 
    foreach b in branches 
        // 'recognize' returns possible alternates because b's  
        // recognition expression matches part of the sequence 
        foreach a in recognize(sequence,b) 
            // branch only in the present, just forget other alternates 
            if(a.branchingPoint == timeCursor) { 
                // install the alternate 'a' 
                install(sequence,a); 
                // recursively apply the same progression model to  
                // a sequence that branches into 'a' 
                applyBranches( 
                     createBranchingSequence(sequence, a), 
                     a.getFirstBase() 
                ); 
            } 
    // go to the next base 
    applyBranches(sequence, timeCursor.getNextBase()); 
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public behavioralSequence() { 
  m1(); m2(); m3(); m4(); 
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public behavioralSequence(String s) { 
              m1(); 
  <startif=0> m2(s);       </startif> 
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  <endif=0>   int j=m3(i); </endif> 
              m4(); 
} 
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extension If { 
  branch[0](int sid, int eid) 
    :: {exists(startif:sid)} ; [..] ; {exists(endif:eid) && sid==eid} 
  case s=="skip" { join[3]; } 
} 
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recombinant public behavioralSequence(String s) { 
              m1(); 
  <startif=0> m2(s);       </startif> 
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              int i=0; 
  <endif=0>   int j=m3(i); </endif> 
              m4(); 
} 
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java rjava.Run [options] <FileNames> 
  options: 
      --quiet: tells the compiler not to print what it is doing 
      --generate-java <targetDir> <packageName>: tells the  
        RJava compiler to generate a recombined Java program 
      --show-alternates: at the end of the parsing, prints out all the  
        execution paths that have been constructed on all recombinant 
        methods 
      --show-construction: for each new installed alternate, prints out  
        the weaving state (current time cursor and recombination) and  
        stops the weaving until the user press a key 
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java rjava.Run –-show-construction –-show-alternates Example.java 
If.ext 

:8/+ B--jc  :8/) Gﬀ  /<4
2 -0/L) >e!ﬀ7Xl + 4  :8/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RJava: compiling rjava/examples/simple/builtin_if/Simple.rjava 
RJava: pass 1 succeded with 0 warning(s) in 0.26 second(s) 
RJava: compiling rjava/examples/simple/builtin_if/If.ext 
RJava: pass 1 succeded with 0 warning(s) in 0.13 second(s) 
RJava: checking use cases and extensions... 
RJava: 0 error(s) and 0 warning(s) while pass 2 
RJava: recombine... 
Recombiner: starting recombination of 1 primary sequences with 1 exten-
sions... 
Recombiner: builded alternate path from extension If, 
If.branches(0)::{exists(startif:sid)};[..];{(exists(endif:eid)&&(sid==e
id))}/If.branches(0).cases(0)(int sid,int eid) into behavioralSequence 
Recombiner: current alternate path: 
 - m1():void - <String s> 
   [(s=="skip")] -- join 
 - m4():void - <long i, long j, String s> 
 - NORMALEND - <> 
Recombiner: press 'enter' to continue... 
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=== Printing all paths for void RESULT behavioralSequence(String s) === 
 
 - m1():void - <String s> 
   [(s=="skip")] -- join 
 - m4():void - <long i, long j, String s> 
 - NORMALEND - <> 
 
 - m1():void - <String s> 
 - m2(String s):void - <startif=0.0, String s> 
 - DECL(i) - <String s> 
 - m3(long i):long j - <endif=0.0, long i, long j, String s> 
 - m4():void - <long i, long j, String s> 
 - NORMALEND - <> 
 
=== End of paths for void RESULT behavioralSequence(String s) === 
 
RJava: compilation terminated in 3.455 second(s)  
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extension If { 
  branch[0](int sid, int eid, boolean c)  
    :: {exists(startif:sid) && exists(condition:c)};  
       [..] ;  
       {exists(endif:eid) && (sid == eid)} [>] 
  case !c { 
    join[3]; 
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extension Loop { 
  branch[0](int sid,int eid) 
    :: exists(startloop:sid) && exists(counter)  
         && exists(endvalue) && exists(step) ;  
       [..] ;  
       exists(endloop:eid) && (sid==eid) 
  case counter!=endvalue { 
    sequence[0](startloop=null,endvalue=null,step=null,counter=null); 
    sequence[1](); 
    sequence[2](endloop=null); 
    sequence[0](counter=counter+step); 
    sequence[1](); 
    sequence[2](); 
    join[3]; 
  } 
} 
 &
















recombinant void colored_if_example() {    
  m1(); 
  <startif=1><condition=@RESULT> 
  test(); 
  </startif></condition> 
  m2(); 
  </endif=1> 
  m3(); 
  </endif> 
  m4(); 
} 
recombinant void if_example() {    
  m1(); 
  if( test() ) { 
    m2(); 
    m3(); 
  } 
  m4(); 
} 
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recombinant void colored_loop_example() {     
  m1(); 
  <startloop=1><counter=1><endvalue=3><step=1> 
  m2(); 
  </startloop></counter></endvalue></step>   
  m3(); 
  <endloop=1> 
  m4(); 
  </endloop> 
  m5(); 
} 
recombinant  
    void loop_example() {    
  m1(); 
  loop( 1; 3; 1 ) { 
    m2(); 
    m3(); 
    m4(); 
  } 
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extension Retry precedes(*) { 
   
  branch[3](int sid, int eid, int n, boolean test)  
    :: {exists(startretry:sid) && exists(nretry:n)} ; 
       [..] ; 
       {exists(endretry:eid) && exists(toTest:test) && sid==eid} ; 
       *   // '*' is equivalent to '{..}' 
  // case 1 
  case (!test) && n>0 { 
    sequence[0](nretry=n-1); 
    sequence[1](); 
    sequence[2](); 
    sequence[3](); 
    join[4]; 
  } 
  // case 2 (termination) 
  case (!test) && n==0 { 
    end; 
  } 
} 
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recombinant void colored_retry_example() {    
  m1(); 
  <startretry=1><nretry=2> 
  m2(); 
  </startretry></nretry>   
  <endretry=1><toTest=@RESULT> 
  m3(); 
  </endretry></toTest> 
  m4(); 
  m5(); 
} 
recombinant  
    void retry_example() {    
  m1(); 
  retry( 2 ) { 
    m2(); 
  } until( m3() ); 
  m4(); 
  m5(); 
} 
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